California 30-Hour Driver Education Course
Course Approved by the California DMV
Hours: Students must spend a minimum of 25 hours in this course, though course content is 30
hours long.
Website: www.californiadriveredcourse.com
Course Requirements: Students are required to participate in all fifteen modules of this course.
At the end of each lesson within a module, students will be required to sign their electronic
signature prior to attempting the quiz. Each quiz will be five questions long and students must
score at least an 80% to pass. Additionally, there is a 20 question final exam that students must
pass at the end of the course with at least an 80% in order to successfully complete the course
and receive their certificate. Students have three attempts in which to pass the final exam before
they are locked out of the course.
Who Must Take This Course – Teenagers who are between the ages of 15 ½ and 17 ½ and
who want to get a driver’s permit from California must complete a mandatory driver education
course before obtaining their permit.
Purpose of This Course –


Present new drivers with knowledge to pass their written test at the DMV and receive
their driving permit.



Instruct students regarding various topics, including but not limited to: driving
responsibility, natural forces that affect driving, signs, signals and highway markings, the
California Vehicle Code, driving statistics, dangers of impaired driving, etc.

Things to Note:


Students must validate their identity throughout the course by correctly answering the
security questions they were asked during registration. They have 90 seconds to answer
each question and cannot answer more than 3 questions incorrectly or else they will be
locked out of the course.



The California Driver Education course contains section timers. Students may not advance
to the next section until they have met the timing requirements. They will be able to see
their time remaining at the top left corner of their screen.



Students will also be asked to validate their identity throughout the course before taking
each end-of-lesson quiz by inserting their electronic signature into a field. They should
do so by entering the first and last name they registered with.



Students must pass the end-of-course final exam with at least an 80% in order to
successfully complete the course and receive their certificate. They have three attempts in
order to do so before they are locked out of the course. The student’s certificate will be
mailed to them within 10 business days once they successfully pass. Students may
choose to expedite their certificate either overnight or second-day.

